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Last month’s newsletter discussed alternative 
ways of  upselling and cross-selling.  This month 
the focus is on how to build a simple plan to 
increase sales and profits using upselling 
and cross-selling.  

Planning

First decide what items 
you want to use to 
increase sales and what 
method of  promotion 
you believe will be most effective.  
At the same time, develop clear procedures and 
positive incentives for your team who must 
implement your upselling and cross-selling plan. 
You may not need to discount the menu price.  
Your push items can be daily, weekly, monthly or 
any combination.  For example, you might push 
extra cheese for a month as an upsell, but push 
pasta as a cross-sell for a week at the same time.  

Put together a calendar that lists the push items 
and share it with your staff.   For planning 
purposes, we recommend either a weekly or 
monthly calendar done well in advance.  This 
allows your staff  to incorporate the plan into 
their sales pitch and allows you to plan your 
purchasing accordingly.  
Your staff  might need additional training and 
reinforcement for the plan to be successful. Hold 
a short meeting with your staff  at least once per 
week to discuss the newest or next plan or to 
reemphasize the current plan. Develop a sample 
script for your staff  to use.  Place it near the cash 
register or ordering stations.  
For counter service place a sign in view for the 
customer.  If  your featured up sell or cross sell 
has a promotional price accompanying it, 
consider including a simple flyer with customer 
orders as a reminder for their next order.  Tipped 
employees understand the importance of  raising 
the customer check size.  For operations that are 
phone order or counter service, consider an 
incentive program for your staff  members if  
they meet some target.  For example, you could 
offer a cash or merchandise bonus if  a specific 
number of  mozzarella stick orders are sold in a 
night.  Recognize and acknowledge staff  mem-
bers who get results or make the goals for the 
group and give everyone a chance at success.
Expectations
You should expect and insist on performance 
from your staff.  Don’t be afraid to tell them you 
expect each one to follow the plan.  If  your plan 
is that every customer gets asked about extra 
cheese, then every customer should be asked 
about extra cheese.  If  you want to grow dessert 
sales, then every customer must be asked for a 
dessert order.  You and your managers and shift 
supervisors should be watching and listening.  If  
the plan isn’t followed take the employee to the 
side, remind them of  the plan, tell them you 
expect them to ask every customer, and let them 
know you’ll be reviewing their performance.  
Remember every successful plan has three main 
components:  planning, execution and measure-
ment.  Do all three and insist on performance 
from your team and you’ll see favorable results.  
Not only will your sales and profits increase but 
up selling and cross selling will increase customer 
satisfaction.
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Building a Plan – 
Upselling and Cross-Selling

By Daniel Thor, Bellissimo Foods

Outlook 2018
By Peter Thor, President, Bellissimo Foods

In 2017, we witnessed a seesaw market in ingredient costs, and faced uncertain 
demand. For 2018, some “Experts” forecast robust restaurant sales while others 
expect a recession. Rarely has our pizza industry seen such uncertainty across the 
board.  Here we explore what we think is most likely, as well as our expectations for 
ingredient costs and inflation. Fortunately, we believe we’re in for some pleasant 
surprises in supply and costs.

“It’s the Economy, Stupid!” the phrase first coined by Bill Clinton in 1992 is 
applicable today. The economy is a major determinant of  demand for dining out 
including pizza.  We believe that the pizza industry is partially insulated from 
economic woes due to its attractive value proposition, but other factors can both 
dampen and stimulate demand. Last fall saw lackluster demand which was blamed 
by some in our industry on football and the protest factor. The potential for 
demand side stimulation due to tax reform is real, but whether the trickle-down 
effect really matters is a question. On the cost side, the catastrophic hurricanes in 
Texas and Florida and the fires in California will play a role in national consump-
tion, potentially influencing ingredient costs.

Independents can compete: Demand is also determined by macro industry 
trends as well as local issues.  At a macro level, trends seem to favor the heavily 
advertised and promoted pizza chain brands which have invested in consumer-
friendly ordering and delivery options. Recently though, there have been indica-
tions that “local” independents can effectively compete if  they participate and 
promote themselves through Yelp and Facebook where customers can rave about 
better food quality and service usually offered by independents. 

The supply and cost picture also has many facets.  On the one hand, the value of  
the US dollar compared to European and Asian currencies has recently been 
relatively stable, which suggests low cost inflation for imported ingredients and 
energy. The cost of  many domestically produced ingredients which spiked in mid-
2017 but moderated by year-end, are creeping up again.  

Cheese and key meat products are compelling examples:  The block cheese 
market increased modestly by about 10 cents per pound from October through 
December, despite ample stocks. Experts now suggest that prices in 2018 will 
remain in historical bands, closely following 2017 levels. Cheese inventories are 
higher than year ago, and exports are an unknown factor that could raise prices 
through mid-year.
 
Pork and Beef: The expensive beef  and pork markets appear to be mostly behind 
us, with additional supplies on the horizon but exports trending up. Beef  produc-
tion is up 4% this year compared to last, and expected to increase another 4–5% in 
2018.  The additional supplies have kept cattle prices low.  Most cuts of  beef  and 
ground beef  prices are selling below year-ago prices.   But exports have been robust 
with strong demand in Asia especially; S. Korea +7%, Taiwan +9%, and a 68% 
increase to ASEAN countries, offsetting lower demand in the Caribbean. 

Hogs take less time to raise than beef  cows, and thus pork supply has rebounded 
faster. Most pork prices are about 10% below last year and production is expected 
to be 4% higher next year. A supply-demand imbalance created by higher red meat 
supplies chasing lower red meat demand (-6%) has the USDA forecasting that 2018 
hog prices will remain low except for the ever-popular bacon.
Pepperoni pricing will be better than 2017: The near perfect storm of  problems 
with raw product cost and packer supply constraints, which together created both 
high costs and shortages industry-wide.  Supply shortages are now behind us and 
manufacturers have added sufficient capacity to accommodate industry require-
ments. Costs for pork 72’s and beef  50’s (cost indicators) peeked mid-2017 and 
dropped rapidly through November before moving up.  We do not expect a repeat 
of  last year, believing that supplies will be adequate and prices in 2018 will follow 
historical averages. 

Chicken production is tracking 3% above last year and average weights have 
trended down for the first time during the summer. However, the industry is 
expecting solid year over year production gains with strong demand, particularly for 
wings.  Prices for breast meat are down 6-10% from year ago, while wing prices are 
up about the same, reflecting seasonal demand. Unusual pricing for wings, 
however, is that jumbo wings continue to be in short supply and priced close to 20 
cents per pound higher than small wings.

The economy and strong dollar will also have a big impact on grain prices, with 
producers facing stiff  competition internationally.  We expect continued attractive 
cost basis for grains and domestic oils. 
To summarize, we believe independent pizza operators have some exciting oppor-
tunities in 2018 and beyond.  Competing in marketing as well as product and 
service will be a key to success. A favorable ingredient supply and cost basis for the 
foreseeable future, combined with sales growth will help power a successful year.  
Bellissimo is dedicated to our distributors and our independent restaurateurs who 
depend on our superior quality and value. Good luck to all! 
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C RNER
Chef ’s

INGREDIENTS
One 12 inch (22.5 cm) pre-baked crust
⅓ cup (96 g) Nutella® hazelnut spread
2 oz. (56 g) Shaved almonds
2 oz. (56 g) Roasted hazelnuts
2 oz. (56 g) Craisins, cranberries or sour cherries
½ cup (112 g) White chocolate, melted

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Spread the pizza base with Nutella®.
2. Sprinkle the nuts and dried fruit, distribu�ng them 
evenly.
3. Drizzle the melted white chocolate or shave over 
the pizza and serve.

Yield: 8 Slices / Por�on: 1 Slice

BELLISSIMO
FOODS

The Pizza Experts



Proud Distributor of 

How did chicken wings become a staple in pizzerias? Hot spicy 
sauce basted on a chicken wing sure is fun to eat ... but it isn’t 
Italian. So why are they so popular? There are several reasons; 
wings fit with the popular “grazing” theme, customers love the 
spicy intense flavor, kids love them and, because they are easy to 
prepare, they have grown as an offering on many pizzeria menus. 
Simply stated, chicken wings have become associated with pizzerias 
in the consumers mind.  

Why Sell Wings?  

For pizzeria owners, the wing trend is all good news. Here’s why:

• It increases your average check size.

• It broadens your menu so that customers will visit more often.

• With the availability of  pre-cooked wings, it does not add 
   to your equipment needs, keeping your overhead low.

“Wingonomics”

So how much money can you make selling chicken wings? Because 
of  the popularity of  wings, prices have risen over the past few years. 
Typically you can expect to pay roughly $.35-.45 cents per piece 
depending on if  they were pre-cooked or not. Nationally the selling 
price ranges from around $.50 -.70 each: about a 35% food cost. 
Although this is very high for a food cost percentage, all of  the 
gross profit dollars are extra.  There are few choices for appetizer 
sales in a pizzeria and because most are sold pre-cooked, there is no 
additional cost for having a fryer, hood and cooking oil. On 
balance, selling wings will add to your profitability. Special packag-
ing will be needed for carry out and delivery. Wrapping them in foil 
and tossing them into a bag is not a good solution. Some of  the 
major pizza box manufacturers have developed a corrugated box 
for breadsticks. These work well for chicken wings too.
 
If  you are looking for a fully cooked chicken wing option try out 
the Bellissimo Fully Cooked Mild or Spicy Wings.  Call your local 
distributor for more information and pricing.  

Put together a calendar that lists the push items and share it with 
your staff.   For planning purposes, we recommend either a 
weekly or monthly calendar done well in advance.  This allows 
your staff  to incorporate the plan into their sales pitch and allows 
you to plan your purchasing accordingly.

Your staff  might need additional training and reinforcement for 
the plan to be successful. Hold a short meeting with your staff  at 
least once per week to discuss the newest or next plan or to 
reemphasize the current plan. Develop a sample script for your 
staff  to use.  Place it near the cash register or ordering stations. 
 
For counter service place a sign in view for the customer.  If  your 
featured upsell or cross-sell has a promotional price accompany-
ing it, consider including a simple flyer with customer orders as a 
reminder for their next order.  Tipped employees understand the 
importance of  raising the customer check size.  For operations 
that are phone order or counter service, consider an incentive 
program for your staff  members if  they meet some target.  For 
example, you could offer a cash or merchandise bonus if  a 
specific number of  mozzarella stick orders are sold in a night.  
Recognize and acknowledge staff  members who get results or 
make the goals for the group and give everyone a chance at 
success.

Expectations

You should expect and insist on performance from your staff.  
Don’t be afraid to tell them you expect each one to follow the 
plan.  If  your plan is that every customer gets asked about extra 
cheese, then every customer should be asked about extra cheese.  
If  you want to grow dessert sales, then every customer must be 
asked for a dessert order.  You and your managers and shift 
supervisors should be watching and listening.  If  the plan isn’t 
followed take the employee to the side, remind them of  the plan, 
tell them you expect them to ask every customer, and let them 
know you’ll be reviewing their performance.  Remember every 
successful plan has three main components:  planning, execution 
and measurement.  Do all three and insist on performance from 
your team and you’ll see favorable results.  Not only will your 
sales and profits increase, but upselling and cross-selling will 
increase customer satisfaction.

ITEM SPOTLIGHT

BELLISSIMO CRISPY FLIERS - Item #16929

These wings make an 
excellent appetizer, party 
plate or entree items, just 
don't forget the blue cheese 
or ranch. 

WING MANIA!
BY: DANIEL THOR

Building a Plan - CONT.
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The Importing Specialists

Our Brands

Our Exclusive Lines

CARING FOR ALL YOUR IMPORTED & SPECIALTY NEEDS

Talk to your distributor about CUSTOM BLENDING your ingredients, 
to achieve CONSISTENTLY superior, flavorful results each and every time.

1-800-ALLSPICE
www.allseasonings.com

For all your SPICE 
and INGREDIENT needs.

Outlook 2018 - CONT.

Hogs take less time to raise than beef  cows, and thus pork supply has rebounded faster. Most pork prices are about 10% below last 
year and production is expected to be 4% higher next year. A supply-demand imbalance created by higher red meat supplies chasing 
lower red meat demand (-6%) has the USDA forecasting that 2018 hog prices will remain low except for the ever-popular bacon.

Pepperoni pricing will be better than 2017: The near perfect storm of  problems with raw product cost and packer supply 
constraints, which together created both high costs and shortages industry-wide.  Supply shortages are now behind us and manufactur-
ers have added sufficient capacity to accommodate industry requirements. Costs for pork 72’s and beef  50’s (cost indicators) peeked 
mid-2017 and dropped rapidly through November before moving up.  We do not expect a repeat of  last year, believing that supplies 
will be adequate and prices in 2018 will follow historical averages. 

Chicken production is tracking 3% above last year and average weights have 
trended down for the first time during the summer. However, the industry is 
expecting solid year over year production gains with strong demand, particu-
larly for wings.  Prices for breast meat are down 6-10% from year ago, while 
wing prices are up about the same, reflecting seasonal demand. Unusual 
pricing for wings, however, is that jumbo wings continue to be in short 
supply and priced close to 20 cents per pound higher than small wings.

The economy and strong dollar will also have a big impact on grain prices, 
with producers facing stiff  competition internationally.  We expect continued 
attractive cost basis for grains and domestic oils. 
To summarize, we believe independent pizza operators have some exciting 

opportunities in 2018 and beyond.  Competing in marketing as well as product and service will be a key to success. A favorable ingredi-
ent supply and cost basis for the foreseeable future, combined with sales growth will help power a successful year.  Bellissimo is 
dedicated to our distributors and our independent restaurateurs who depend on our superior quality and value. Good luck to all! 



More of What We Love...
This is the tenth installment of our What We Love Valentine’s series.  In the spirit of all things love-ly, we asked
employees what Delco items they love the most.   Here’s what we found...

“The 1/2” Diced Bacon Topping cooks up great, has a
nice flavor and an even better crunch.  I could easily
snack on it all day long.  (I may or may not dream of
these bacon pieces on a caramel sundae from time to
time).”
– Andrew Dorsett, Customer Service Representative

#1001774 1/2” Diced Bacon Topping 2/5 lb

“I get a Spiral Ham from Nueske’s every year along
with a Grandmother Cake from Bindi.  They are great
for the holidays and all year long!.”
– John Groves, Sales Representative

#252371 Honey Glazed Spiral Ham 1/6-9 lb
#222251 Grandmother Cake 1 each

“I love our Lasagna Sheets for the ease of use to make a
delicious dish in a matter of minutes.  I love Menu
Peperonota for its versatility as a sauce and topping for
so many things.  I love Bellisimo Cayenne Sauce to add
a little spice in your life.”
– Stephen Campbell, Sales Representative

#320010 Lasagna Sheets 40/4 oz
#1003175 Della Casa Peperonata 91.71 oz
#1003622 Cayenne Pepper Sauce 4/1 gallon

“My favorite Delco items are definitely the Salame
Calabrese by Fra’Mani, and pretty much anything made
by Nueskes. I always have a stick of Fra’Mani Calabrese
Salame in my fridge at home. Chef Paul Bertolli takes
this product to another level. The spices are spot on,
and the taste is super clean.

Anything made by Nueskes pretty much speaks for itself.
I’m particularly fond of their Bacon. I like it so much,
that I once talked one of my uncles into buying a ten
pound slab, for home use.”
 – Joey DeBonis, Sales Representative

#1003914 Spicy Calabrese Salame 11 oz
#1002355 Smoked Sliced Bacon 16-20 2/5 lb

“My newest item for home is the New Bellisimo Ranch
Dressing. Best Dressing out there! We put that on
everything.

Also we just bought a case of the the Lay-Flat Bacon
from Indiana Kitchen. We have always bought their
products retail so no surprise on how good it is. Really
easy to pull a layer off and put on a sheet pan to go in the
oven. Delicious and the smell in the house is fantastic.”
– Mark Turner, Regional Sales Manager

#1004669 Homestyle Ranch Dressing 4/1 gal
#1004098 Applewood Layflat Bacon 1/15 lb

“My latest love are items we’ve recently added here at
Delco, Louisa’s Risotto Bites filled with mozzarella,
asiago and imported Padano cheese…we carry cheese
and my favorite – spicy sausage. These little guys are
easy to prepare and great served up as an appetizer. They
can even be added to a garnish stir stick to really kick
up your Bloody Mary presentation. Totally smitten!”
– Julie LaFore, Inside Food Specialist

#1005061 Breaded Cheese Risotto Bites 2/5 lb
#1005031 Breaded Sausage Risotto Bites 2/5 lb

“My family’s product is our Regal Caesar Blend Cheese.
My daughter will have a side of pasta with her cheese if
this is in our house.”
– Cheryl Blessing, Sales Representative

#190550 Regal Caesar Blend Cheese 6/3 lb

“The chocolate and caramel sauces from King’s
Cupboard.  The labels are clean and the taste is
unbelievably good.”
– Theresa Wells, Marketing Manager

#1005017 Organic Chocolate Sauce 12/7.7 oz
#1005018 Organic Caramel Sauce 12/7.7 oz



Basil, Whole Lg Jug 1.75#
Garlic Salt Lg Jug 10#
Garlic, Gran Imp Box 27.5#
Garlic, Gran Imp Lg Jug 6.5#
Oregano, Whole  Box 2#
Parsley, Med Cut Box 1#
Pepper, Black 
     All Grinds Lg Jug 5#
Pepper, Red 
     Crushed Lg Jug 4#
Pecan Pieces Box 3/2#
Walnuts, Halves 
      and Pieces Box 3/2#

For all of your Spice and Ingredient needs.

Purell Surface Sanitizing RTU
GOJO (#1005117 – 6 / 32 oz)
Formulated for food contact surfaces.
No rinse required. Sanitizing spray
eliminates Norovirus, salmonella,

and E. Coli in 30 seconds.

Mild Crispy Fliers  (#261183 – 2 / 7.5#)
– or –

Spicy Crispy Fliers (#261184 – 2 / 7.5#)

Bellissimo Crispy Fliers are the perfect wing for any
restaurant.  These fully cooked wings prepare in minutes,
and the marinated crunchy breading adds the perfect taste
and texture.  The Crispy Fliers can be cooked in a deep
fryer, convection, or conventional oven.

Ask your Delco Sales Rep for more information.

Fryer Tabs
(#1005081 – 16 / 14 oz)

A low foam concentrated cleaning
tablet.  Use to clean gas and

electric fryers, counter top fryers
and pressure cooker clean fryers to

extend oil life.  Reduce energy
costs and save money.

New Ways To Clean

Ask your Delco Sales Rep for more information.



Customers in Southern Indiana/
Illinois have come to know Delco
Sales Representative, Steve
Stobaugh, over the past year.  He
came to Delco after four years as
a District Manager for the GFS
stores in the Tennessee District
and was with them since 2005.
Steve comes from a long history
of sales experiences stemming
from his first job at a movie

theater where he spent much of his teenage and young
adult years and where he met his future wife!  Steve’s
work ethic and sales experience were evident from the
time he began training in the field with Delco Sales Rep,
Bob Poehlein.  Regional Sales Manager, Mark Turner,
explains, “What a great fit Steve has become to the Sales
Team!  He goes above and beyond for his customers and
has proven to be a guy you can depend on to get things
done.”   Steve’s Inside Sales Representative, Luisa
Stiggleman, agrees.  “Steve is very thorough and a really
good guy,” she says.

That spirit of going above and beyond probably comes
from Steve’s genuine interest in his customers and their
success.  He says that the interactions with them is the
best part of his job.  “I like the variety of people I get to
interact with and learning about them and their
businesses.  Each day is different and I really enjoy this
part of my job.”  He also enjoyed that initial training
period with Bob and credits that time for a smooth first
year.

When Steve is not engaging with customers, he can be
found with his wife of 31 years, Sally.  They have two
grown children, Kayla (Tyler) and Connor and they
recently welcomed their first grandbaby, Aurora Marin
(Rory).  Steve says she has quickly become their favorite
hobby!  Prior to Rory, their hobbies included camping,
hiking and travelling – they hope to visit Italy and Greece
in the near future.  Steve also enjoys reading, cooking,
craft beer and antiquing – he likes to refurbish lamps
and lighting and create unique lamp designs from other
objects.

Steve is known for his sarcastic sense of humor and
positive outlook on life.  It’s a great combination that
we are more than happy to have!

Steve’s favorite saying...
“It is what it is.”

Comments & Questions
Please contact us toll free at 800.536.1234, locally at
317.876.1951, or visit us online at www.delcofoods.com.
We truly value your opinion.

4850 West 78th Street . Indianapolis, IN 46268 . toll free
800.536.1234 . tel 317.876.1951 . fax 317.870.7803

Don’t Forget to
Follow Us...

“Like Us” on Facebook or follow
us on Twitter and be the first to get
all the latest information about new
products, upcoming events and more!

Want the lastest Market Reports?  Make sure to sign up
by emailing twells@delcofoods.com.

Employee Spotlight
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